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Swift For Dummies 2015-02-24
get up and running with swift swiftly brimming with expert advice and easy to follow
instructions swift for dummies shows new and existing programmers how to quickly
port existing objective c applications into swift and get into the swing of the new
language like a pro designed from the ground up to be a simpler programming language
it s never been easier to get started creating apps for the iphone or ipad or
applications for mac os x inside the book you ll find out how to set up xcode for a
new swift application use operators objects and data types and control program flow
with conditional statements you ll also get the scoop on creating new functions
statements and declarations learn useful patterns in an object oriented environment
and take advantage of frameworks to speed your coding along plus you ll find out how
swift does away with pointer variables and how to reference and dereference
variables instead set up a playground development environment for mac iphone ipad
and wearable computers move an existing objective c program to swift take advantage
of framework components and subcomponents create an app that uses location mapping
and social media whether you re an existing objective c programmer looking to port
your code to swift or you ve never programmed for apple in the past this fun and
friendly guide gets you up to speed swiftly

Swift for Beginners 2014-12-01
note this edition is now out of date and does not conform with the current version
of swift please check out the newer edition instead which is isbn 9780134289779
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learning a new programming language can be daunting with swift apple has lowered the
barrier of entry for developing ios and os x apps by giving developers an innovative
new programming language for cocoa and cocoa touch if you are new to swift this book
is for you if you have never used c c or objective c this book is definitely for you
with this handson guide you ll quickly be writing swift code using playgrounds to
instantly see the results of your work author boisy g pitre gives you a solid
grounding in key swift language concepts including variables constants types arrays
and dictionaries before he shows you how to use swift s innovative xcode integrated
development environment to create apps for ios and os x this book includes detailed
instruction ample illustrations and clear examples real world guidance and advice
best practices from an experienced mac and ios developer emphasis on how to use
xcode playgrounds and the repl companion website peachpit com swiftbeginners
includes additional resources

Swift for Beginners 2015-11-26
learning a new programming language can be daunting with swift apple has lowered the
barrier of entry for developing ios and os x apps by giving developers an innovative
programming language for cocoa and cocoa touch now in its second edition swift for
beginners has been updated to accommodate the evolving features of this rapidly
adopted language if you are new to swift this book is for you if you have never used
c c or objective c this book is definitely for you with this handson guide you ll
quickly be writing swift code using playgrounds to instantly see the results of your
work author boisy g pitre gives you a solid grounding in key swift language concepts
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including variables constants types arrays and dictionaries before he shows you how
to use swift s innovative xcode integrated development environment to create apps
for ios and os x this book includes detailed instruction ample illustrations and
clear examples best practices from an experienced mac and ios developer emphasis on
how to use xcode playgrounds and the repl companion website peachpit com
swiftbeginners2 includes additional resources

Program the Internet of Things with Swift for iOS
2015-12-30
program the internet of things with swift and ios is a detailed tutorial that will
teach you how to build apps using apple s native apis for the internet of things
including the apple watch homekit and apple pay this is the second book by ahmed
bakir author of beginning ios media app development and his team at devatelier llc
who have been involved in developing over 20 mobile projects written like a code
review this book presents a detailed how and why for each topic explaining apple
specific design patterns as they come up and pulling lessons from other popular apps
to help you getting up and running quickly each chapter is framed within a working
project allowing you to use the sample code directly in your apps the internet of
things is not limited to apple devices alone so this book also explains how to
interface with popular third party hardware devices such as the fitbit and raspberry
pi and generic interfaces like restful api s and https the internet of things is
waiting be a part of it
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iOS Development with Swift 2017-11-13
summary ios development with swift is a hands on guide to creating apps for iphone
and ipad using the swift language inside you ll be guided through every step of the
process for building an app from first idea to app store this book fully covers
swift 4 xcode 9 and ios 1 our video course ios development with swift in motion is
the perfect companion to this book featuring even more projects and examples for you
to dig into in the exciting world of ios development find out more at our website
manning com livevideo ios developmen t with swift lv purchase of the print book
includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about
the technology one billion iphone users are waiting for the next amazing app it s
time for you to build it apple s swift language makes ios development easier than
ever offering modern language features seamless integration with all ios libraries
and the top notch xcode development environment and with this book you ll get
started fast about the book ios development with swift is a hands on guide to
creating ios apps it takes you through the experience of building an app from idea
to app store after setting up your dev environment you ll learn the basics by
experimenting in swift playgrounds then you ll build a simple app layout adding
features like animations and ui widgets along the way you ll retrieve format and
display data interact with the camera and other device features and touch on cloud
and networking basics what s inside create adaptive layouts store and manage data
learn to write and debug swift code publish to the app store covers swift 4 xcode 9
and ios 11 about the reader written for intermediate web or mobile developers no
prior experience with swift assumed about the author craig grummitt is a successful
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developer instructor and mentor his ios apps have had over 100 000 downloads
combined table of contents part 1 introducing xcode and swift your first ios
application introduction to swift playgrounds swift objects part 2 building your
interface view controllers views and outlets user interaction adaptive layout more
adaptive layout keyboard notifications animation and scrolling part 3 building your
app tables and navigation collections searching sorting and tab bars local data
persistence data persistence in icloud graphics and media networking debugging and
testing part 4 finalizing your app distributing your app what s next

Swift for Programmers 2015-01-16
the professional programmer s deitel guide to apple s new swift programming language
for the ios and os x platforms written for programmers with a background in object
oriented programming in a c based language like objective c java c or c this book
applies the deitel signature live code approach with scores of complete working real
world programs to explore the new swift language in depth the code examples feature
syntax shading code highlighting rich commenting line by line code walkthroughs and
live program outputs the book features thousands of lines of proven swift code and
tips that will help you build robust applications start with an introduction to
swift using an early classes and objects approach then rapidly move on to more
advanced topics when you master the material you ll be ready to build industrial
strength object oriented swift applications about this book the swift programming
language was arguably the most significant announcement at apple s 2014 worldwide
developers conference although apps can still be developed in objective c apple says
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that swift is its applications programming and systems programming language of the
future swift is a contemporary language with simpler syntax than objective c because
swift is new its designers were able to include popular programming language
features from languages such as objective c java c ruby python and many others these
features include automatic reference counting arc type inference optionals string
interpolation tuples closures lambdas extensions generics operator overloading
functions with multiple return values switch statement enhancements and more we ve
been able to develop apps more quickly in swift than with objective c and the code
is shorter clearer and runs faster on today s multi core architectures swift also
eliminates the possibility of many errors common in other languages making your code
more robust and secure some of these error prevention features include no implicit
conversions arc no pointers required braces around every control statement s body
assignment operators that do not return values requiring initialization of all
variables and constants before they re used array bounds checking automatic checking
for overflow of integer calculations and more you can combine swift and objective c
in the same app to enhance existing objective c apps without having to rewrite all
the code your apps will easily be able to interact with the cocoa cocoa touch
frameworks which are largely written in objective c you can also use the new xcode
playgrounds with swift a playground is an xcode window in which you can enter swift
code that compiles and executes as you type it this allows you to see and hear your
code s results as you write it quickly find and fix errors and conveniently
experiment with features of swift and the cocoa cocoa touch frameworks practical
example rich coverage of classes objects methods properties initializers
deinitializers bridging tuples array and dictionary collections structures
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enumerations closures arc inheritance polymorphism protocols type methods type
properties generics strings and characters operator overloading operator functions
custom operators subscripts access control type casting and checking nested types
nested methods optionals optional chaining extensions xcode playgrounds intro to
cocoa touch with a fully coded ios 8 tip calculator app overflow operators
attributes patterns more topics online important note about xcode and swift with
xcode 6 3 and swift 1 2 apple introduced several changes in swift that affect the
book s source code please visit deitel com books ios8fp1 for updated source code the
changes do not affect xcode 6 2 users you can download xcode 6 2 from developer
apple com downloads index action you ll have to log in with your apple developer
account to see the list of downloads visit deitel com download code examples for
information on deitel s dive into series programming training courses delivered at
organizations worldwide visit deitel com training or to deitel deitel com join the
deitel social networking communities on facebook at facebook com deitelfan twitter
at deitel google at google com deitelfan linkedin at bit ly deitellinkedin youtube
at youtube com user deiteltv and subscribe to the deitel buzz online e mail
newsletter at deitel com newsletter subscribe html

Program the Internet of Things with Swift for iOS
2018-11-29
learn how to build apps using apple s native apis for the internet of things
including the apple watch homekit and apple pay you ll also see how to interface
with popular third party hardware such as the raspberry pi arduino and the fitbit
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family of devices program the internet of things with swift and ios is an update to
the previous version and includes all new swift 4 code this book is a detailed
tutorial that provides a detailed how and why for each topic explaining apple
specific design patterns as they come up and pulling lessons from other popular apps
to help you getting up and running quickly each chapter is framed within a working
project allowing you to use the sample code directly in your apps the internet of
things is not limited to apple devices alone so this book also explains how to
interface with popular third party hardware devices such as the fitbit and raspberry
pi and generic interfaces like restful api s and https you ll also review new api s
like face id and new design considerations and look more closely at ssl and how to
make iot connected apps more resistant to hackers the coverage of apple watch has
been expanded as well the internet of things is waiting be a part of it what you ll
learnuse apple s native iot frameworks such as healthkit homekit and faceid interact
with popular third party hardware such as the raspberry pi arduino and fitbit work
with real projects to develop skills based in experience make a smarter iot with
sirikit and coremlwho this book is for the primary audience for this book are
readers who have a grasp of the basics of ios development and are looking to improve
their internet of things specific skills intermediate to advanced level the
secondary audience would be business decision makers managers business analysts
executives who are looking to gain a rough understanding of what is involved in
internet of things development for ios
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IOS 14 Programming with Swift for the Beginning and
Intermediate Levels 2021-10-06
this book is for the beginning and intermediate levels if you are a beginner and are
looking to experiment and work with ios to create your apps this will get you off to
a strong start topics covered in this book include xcode project auto layout
attributes stack views table view adding deleting editing and moving rows displaying
an alert passing data navigation controller tab bar controller collection view
uicollectionviewcomposionallayout core data

Game Development with Swift 2015-07-23
apple s new programming language swift is fast safe accessible the perfect choice
for game development packed with best practices and easy to use examples this book
leads you step by step through the development of your first swift game the book
starts by introducing swift s best features for game development then you will learn
how to animate sprites and textures along the way you will master the physics
framework add the player character and npcs and implement controls towards the end
of the book you will polish your game with fun menus integrate with apple game
center for leaderboards and achievements and then finally learn how to publish your
finished games to the app store by the end of this book you will be able to create
your own ios games using swift and spritekit
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IOS 15 Programming Fundamentals with Swift 2021-10
move into ios development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals including the
xcode 13 ide cocoa touch and the latest version of apple s acclaimed programming
language swift 5 5 with this thoroughly updated guide you ll learn the swift
language understand apple s xcode development tools and discover the cocoa framework
explore swift s object oriented concepts become familiar with built in swift types
dive deep into swift objects protocols and generics tour the life cycle of an xcode
project learn how nibs are loaded understand cocoa s event driven design communicate
with c and objective c in this edition catch up on the latest ios programming
features structured concurrency async await tasks and actors swift native formatters
and attributed strings lazy locals and throwing getters enhanced collections with
the swift algorithms and collections packages xcode tweaks column breakpoints
package collections and info plist build settings improvements in git integration
localization unit testing documentation and distribution and more

iOS 12 Programming Fundamentals with Swift 2018-09-26
move into ios development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals including the
xcode 9 ide cocoa touch and the latest version of apple s acclaimed programming
language swift 4 with this thoroughly updated guide you ll learn the swift language
understand apple s xcode development tools and discover the cocoa framework explore
swift s object oriented concepts become familiar with built in swift types dive deep
into swift objects protocols and generics tour the lifecycle of an xcode project
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learn how nibs are loaded understand cocoa s event driven design communicate with c
and objective c once you master the fundamentals you ll be ready to tackle the
details of ios app development with author matt neuburg s companion guide
programming ios 12

iOS 13 Programming Fundamentals with Swift 2019-10-03
move into ios development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals including the
xcode 10 ide cocoa touch and the latest version of apple s acclaimed programming
language swift 5 with this thoroughly updated guide you ll learn the swift language
understand apple s xcode development tools and discover the cocoa framework explore
swift s object oriented concepts become familiar with built in swift types dive deep
into swift objects protocols and generics tour the lifecycle of an xcode project
learn how nibs are loaded understand cocoa s event driven design communicate with c
and objective c once you master the fundamentals you ll be ready to tackle the
details of ios app development with author matt neuburg s companion guide
programming ios 13

IOS 10 Programming Fundamentals with Swift 2016-09-26
move into ios development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals including the
xcode ide the cocoa touch framework and swift 3 the latest version of apple s
acclaimed programming language with this thoroughly updated guide you ll learn swift
s object oriented concepts understand how to use apple s development tools and
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discover how cocoa provides the underlying functionality ios apps need to have once
you master the fundamentals you ll be ready to tackle the details of ios app
development with author matt neuburg s companion guide programming ios 10

Swift Cookbook 2021-02-26
discover recipes for building feature rich reliable ios native apps and explore the
latest features in swift 5 3 with the help of proven industry standard recipes
modern design techniques and popular strategies key featuresunderstand how closures
work and make use of generics with protocols to write flexible codediscover the
fundamentals of swift and build apps with frameworks such as foundation networking
and uikitget to grips with the new features of swift 5 3 including swiftui coreml
and the vision frameworkbook description swift is an exciting multi platform general
purpose programming language and with this book you ll explore the features of its
latest version swift 5 3 the book begins with an introduction to the basic building
blocks of swift 5 3 its syntax and the functionalities of swift constructs you ll
then discover how swift playgrounds provide an ideal platform to write execute and
debug your swift code as you advance through the chapters the book will show you how
to bundle variables into tuples or sets order your data with an array store key
value pairs with dictionaries and use property observers you ll also get to grips
with the decision making and control structures in swift examine advanced features
such as generics and operators and explore functionalities outside of the standard
library once you ve learned how to build ios applications using uikit you ll find
out how to use swift for server side programming run swift on linux and investigate
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vapor finally you ll discover some of the newest features of swift 5 3 using swiftui
and combine to build adaptive and reactive applications and find out how to use
swift to build and integrate machine learning models along with apple s vision
framework by the end of this swift book you ll have discovered solutions to boost
your productivity while developing code using swift 5 3 what you will learnexplore
basic to advanced concepts in swift 5 3 programmingunderstand conditional statements
loops and how to handle errors in swiftdefine flexible classes and structs using
genericsuse advanced operators and create custom onesbuild ios apps using the
powerful features of uikit or the new swiftui frameworkimport your own custom
functionality into swift playgroundsrun swift on linux and investigate server side
programming with the server side framework vaporuse swift to implement machine
learning models using coreml and visionwho this book is for this book is for
experienced ios developers looking to learn about the diverse features offered by
swift 5 3 along with tips and tricks to efficiently code and build applications
knowledge of general programming concepts will assist in understanding key concepts

Swift 2019-10-10
do you want to develop iphone apps but don t know where to start if you want to
learn swift programming from scratch this short book is for you learn swift for
iphone ios development no programming development experience is required download
your copy now book objectivesthis book is about swift programming the following are
the objectives of the author to familiarize you with the basics of swift programming
language to equip you with swift programming skills both beginner and advanced
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skills to help you understand the difference between swift and objective c to help
you appreciate the power of swift as a programming language for the development of
mobile applications who this book is for the author intends to benefit any of the
following groups of people anybody who wants to learn basic swift programming skills
anybody who needs to advance their swift programming skills anybody who needs to
learn ios app development for ios 9 andabove professors lecturers or tutors who are
looking to find better ways to explain swift programming to their students in the
simplest and easiest way students and academicians especially those focusing on
swift programming computer science and software development requirementsthe author
expects you to have a computer installed with mac os x if you don t have a macbook
you can consider creating a mac os x virtual machine on your computer what is inside
the book swift basics swift data types swift variables and constants swift operators
decision making swift loops swift functions swift classes swift methods swift arrays
swift dictionary swift sets swift closures from the back coverthe author begins by
introducing the readers to the foundations of the swift programming language the aim
is to help them the individuals who developed the language how the swift compiler
works the reader has been guided on what they require so as to program in swift the
author has then discussed the basics of swift including writing comments writing and
running the first swift program swift syntax etc the various features provided by
swift have been discussed in depth including data types variables constants loops
decision making functions operators object oriented programming features etc the
author has organized the book into chapters with each chapter having many sub
chapters swift codes have been added alongside thorough explanations of the code and
images showing the expected output upon the execution of every script the author
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begins with the basics of swift and ends by discussing the complex features provided
by the programming language a step by step approach has been employed in every
chapter for ease of understanding

Head First Swift 2021-11-18
what will you learn from this book swift is best known as apple s programming
language of choice for developing apps on ios ipados macos watchos and tvos but it s
far more versatile than that open source swift is also gaining ground as a language
for systems programming and server side code and it runs on linux and windows so
where do you start with head first swift you ll explore from the ground up from
collecting and controlling data to reusing code producing custom data types and
structuring programs and user interfaces with swiftui by building safe protocol
driven code with swift under your belt you ll be ready to build everything from
mobile and web apps to games frameworks command line tools and beyond what s so
special about this book if you ve read a head first book you know what to expect a
visually rich format designed for the way your brain works if you haven t you re in
for a treat with this book you ll learn swift through a multisensory experience that
engages your mind rather than a text heavy approach that puts you to sleep

iOS 9 Programming Fundamentals with Swift 2015-09-28
move into ios development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals including the
xcode ide the cocoa touch framework and swift 2 0 the latest version of apple s
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acclaimed programming language with this thoroughly updated guide you ll learn swift
s object oriented concepts understand how to use apple s development tools and
discover how cocoa provides the underlying functionality ios apps need to have
explore swift s object oriented concepts variables and functions scopes and
namespaces object types and instances become familiar with built in swift types such
as numbers strings ranges tuples optionals arrays dictionaries and sets learn how to
declare instantiate and customize swift object types enums structs and classes
discover powerful swift features such as protocols and generics catch up on swift 2
0 innovations option sets protocol extensions error handling guard statements
availability checks and more tour the lifecycle of an xcode project from inception
to app store create app interfaces with nibs and the nib editor interface builder
understand cocoa s event driven model and its major design patterns and features
find out how swift communicates with cocoa s c and objective c apis once you master
the fundamentals you ll be ready to tackle the details of ios app development with
author matt neuburg s companion guide programming ios 9

iOS 11 Programming Fundamentals with Swift 2017-09-26
move into ios development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals including the
xcode 9 ide cocoa touch and the latest version of apple s acclaimed programming
language swift 4 with this thoroughly updated guide you ll learn the swift language
understand apple s xcode development tools and discover the cocoa framework explore
swift s object oriented concepts become familiar with built in swift types dive deep
into swift objects protocols and generics tour the lifecycle of an xcode project
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learn how nibs are loaded understand cocoa s event driven design communicate with c
and objective c in this edition catch up on the latest ios programming features
multiline strings and improved dictionaries object serialization key paths and key
value observing expanded git integration code refactoring and more

SwiftUI Projects 2020-12-11
learn swiftui by designing and building complex user interfaces for watchos ipados
and ios with the help of projects including a financial app a sports news app and a
pos system key featureslearn swiftui with the help of practical cross platform
development projectsunderstand the design considerations for building apps for
different devices such as apple watch iphone and ipad using swiftui s latest
featureswork with advanced swiftui layout features including sf symbols swiftui
grids and forms in swiftuibook description released by apple during wwdc 2019
swiftui provides an innovative and exceptionally simple way to build user interfaces
for all apple platforms with the power of swift this practical guide involves six
real world projects built from scratch with two projects each for iphone ipad and
watchos built using swift programming and xcode starting with the basics of swiftui
you ll gradually delve into building these projects you ll learn the fundamental
concepts of swiftui by working with views layouts and dynamic types this swiftui
book will also help you get hands on with declarative programming for building apps
that can run on multiple platforms throughout the book you ll work on a chart app
watchos nba draft app watchos financial app iphone tesla form app iphone sports news
app ipad and shoe point of sale system ipad which will enable you to understand the
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core elements of a swiftui project by the end of the book you ll have built fully
functional projects for multiple platforms and gained the knowledge required to
become a professional swiftui developer what you will learnunderstand the basics of
swiftui by building an app with watchoswork with ui elements such as text lists and
buttonscreate a video player in uikit and import it into swiftuidiscover how to
leverage an api and parse json in your app using combinestructure your app to use
combine and state driven featurescreate flexible layouts on ipadwho this book is for
swiftui projects is intended for anyone who is already comfortable with swift we do
not cover swift topics in detail so you need to be familiar with these already all
of the swiftui topics are taught as if this is the first time you ve learned them
and will gradually get more difficult

Swift Protocol-Oriented Programming 2019-06-28
embrace the protocol oriented programming paradigm for better code maintainability
and increased performance with swift programming key featuresleverage the power of
protocol oriented programming in your applications leverage generics to create very
flexible frameworkslearn how to implement common design patterns in a protocol
oriented waybook description protocol oriented programming is an incredibly powerful
concept at the heart of swift s design swift s standard library was developed using
pop techniques generics and first class value semantics therefore it is important
for every swift developer to understand these core concepts and take advantage of
them the fourth edition of this book is improved and updated to the latest version
of the swift programming language this book will help you understand what protocol
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oriented programming is all about and how it is different from other programming
paradigms such as object oriented programming this book covers topics such as
generics copy on write extensions and of course protocols it also demonstrates how
to use protocol oriented programming techniques via real world use cases by the end
of this book you will know how to use protocol oriented programming techniques to
build powerful and practical applications what you will learnlearn the differences
between object oriented programming and protocol oriented programmingunderstand why
value types should be prioritized over reference typesdelve into protocols protocol
inheritance protocol composition and protocol extensionslearn how to implement cow
copy on write within your custom value typesunderstand how memory management works
in swift and how to avoid common pitfallsdesign applications by starting with the
protocol rather than the implementationwho this book is for this book is intended
for swift developers who have at minimum an introductory knowledge of the swift
programming language and would like to understand how they can use protocol oriented
programming techniques in their applications

Swift for the Really Impatient 2014
annotation swift for the really impatient is the perfect jumpstart to the swift
language for every experienced objective c developer leading ios and os x developers
matt henderson and dave wood help you take full advantage of swift s powerful
innovations without wasting time on basics you already know through expert code
examples and crystal clear explanations henderson and wood reveal how swift features
improve on objective c and show how to make the most of them you ll quickly master
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swift er techniques for using objects classes optionals generics functions closures
and more each chapter includes hands on exercises designed to reinforce and deepen
your skills you ll learn how to re implement common objective c programming
solutions in swift improving code clarity power and performance on both desktop and
mobile devices and because you probably won t or can t abandon objective c anytime
soon you ll discover how to use both languages together smoothly integrate swift
into existing projects and workflows and gradually move your current code base into
the future coverage includesusing swift s new patterns and concise expressive syntax
to produce safer more reliable codeleveraging the surprising power of swift s data
structuresutilizing swift s type system to help prevent errors common in other
languagesusing optionals to correctly handle invalid missing or unknown
valuesimplementing generics to reduce duplication improve power and simplify
maintenanceinteracting with c and objective c apisabstracting functionality for
reusable code while maintaining type safetyisolating code in clean flexible low
overhead closurescombining swift with objective c in the same projectavoiding
gotchas when importing objective c classes in swift projectsnesting types to improve
code claritycreating shared objects with singletonsmanaging threading and
concurrency with swift s advanced grand central dispatch gcd patterns

iOS 8 Programming Fundamentals with Swift 2015-03-13
move into ios development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals including the
xcode ide the cocoa touch framework and swift apple s new programming language with
this thoroughly updated guide you ll learn swift s object oriented concepts
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understand how to use apple s development tools and discover how cocoa provides the
underlying functionality ios apps need to have explore swift s object oriented
concepts variables and functions scopes and namespaces object types and instances
become familiar with built in swift types such as numbers strings ranges tuples
optionals arrays and dictionaries learn how to declare instantiate and customize
swift object types enums structs and classes discover powerful swift features such
as protocols and generics tour the lifecycle of an xcode project from inception to
app store create app interfaces with nibs and the nib editor interface builder
understand cocoa s event driven model and its major design patterns and features
find out how swift communicates with cocoa s c and objective c apis once you master
the fundamentals you ll be ready to tackle the details of ios app development with
author matt neuburg s companion guide programming ios 8

Swift 2 Blueprints 2015-10-27
sharpen your skills in swift by designing and deploying seven fully functional
applicationsabout this book develop a variety of ios compatible applications that
range from health and fitness to utilities using this project based handbook
discover ways to make the best use of the latest features in swift to build on a
wide array of applications follow step by step instructions to create swift apps
oriented for the real worldwho this book is forif you are a competent ios developer
who wants to develop stunning applications with swift then this book is for you
familiarity with swift programming is assumed what you will learn get to grips with
the basics of xcode and swift for application development create a photo sharing
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application to capture an image edit it using different features and share it via
social media develop applications using the watchkit and exchange data between
iphone and the watch use advanced features such as spritekit to build a game install
third party swift frameworks to improvise on your application development discover
how to simulate home automation with homekit build an application to monitor the
user s weight heart rate and the number of steps for health historic analysis
manipulate media using avfoundation framework to merge audio and video in detailin
this book you will work through seven different projects to get you hands on with
developing amazing applications for ios devices we start off with a project that
teaches you how to build a utility app using swift moving on we cover the concepts
behind developing an entertainment or social networking related application for
example a small application that helps you to share images audio and video files
from one device to another you ll also be guided through create a city information
app with customized table views a reminder app for the apple watch and a game app
using spritekit by the end of this book you will have the required skillset to
develop various types of ios applications with swift that can run on different ios
devices you will also be well versed with complex techniques that can be used to
enhance the performance of your applications style and approachthis book takes a
step by step approach to help you build apps from scratch and learn the methodology
to develop real time applications using swift

詳解 Swift 第5版 2019-11-14
appleデベロッパーはswiftuiに備えよ swift 5の新機能に加えて swiftuiの根幹に関わるプロパティラッパ 関数ビルダについても徹底解説 iphone
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ipad macos開発者 必読の一冊 この電子書籍は固定レイアウト型で配信されております 固定レイアウト型は文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の
参照 引用などの機能が使用できません swiftはiphone ipad macなどのappleプロダクト向けのプログラミング言語として2014年に登場し 言語仕様と実
装の改良が進められてきました 今年の春に発表されたswift 5ではコンパイル済みコードの互換性の確保 abi安定性 が主要なテーマとされ 言語仕様自体に大幅な変更はな
いものと思われていました ところが 6月に開催されたwwdc worldwide developers conference で状況は一変 開発者コミュニティは大騒ぎと
なります swiftuiが突然発表されたのです wwdcのライブ映像を見ていた世界中の開発がその記述方法にショックを受けました これがswiftだって swiftuiは
宣言的な記述によってguiを構築できるフレームワークです apple社が丁寧なチュートリアルを用意していたこともあって swiftuiは比較的短期間のうちに認知されるよ
うになりました 一方 その記法 埋め込みdsl記法 の技術的側面に関して まとまったリファレンスは未だ存在しないようです 本書ではそのような部分にまで踏み込んで 実際に
動作するサンプルコードをもとにswiftuiの記法の背景について解説を試みています iphone ipad macos開発者 必読の一冊

Beginning iPhone Development with Swift 4 2017-10-24
learn how to integrate all the interface elements ios users have come to know and
love such as buttons switches pickers toolbars and sliders in this edition of the
best selling book you ll master a variety of design patterns from the simplest
single view to complex hierarchical drill downs assuming little or no working
knowledge of the swift programming language and written in a friendly easy to follow
style this book offers a comprehensive course in iphone and ipad programming the
book starts with the basics walking through the process of downloading and
installing xcode and the ios 11 sdk and then guides you though the creation of your
first simple application the art of table building will be demystified and you ll
learn how to save your data using the ios file system you ll see how to to create
load and work with playgrounds as you develop an understanding of the swift language
you ll also learn how to save and retrieve your data using a variety of persistence
techniques including core data and sqlite and there s much more beginning iphone
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development with swift 4 covers the basic information you need to get up and running
quickly with your ios apps once you re ready move on to professional iphone
development with swift 4 to learn more of the really unique aspects of the sdk and
swift language what you will learn discover what data persistence is and why it s
important build cool crisp user interfaces display data in table views work with all
the most commonly used ios frameworks who this book is for aspiring ios app
developers new to the apple swift programming language and or the ios sdk

Beginning Swift 2018-05-31
swift greatly simplifies the process of developing applications for apple devices
this book provides you with the essential skills to help you get started with
developing applications using swift key features teaches you how to correctly
structure and architect software using swift uses real world examples to connect the
theory to a professional setting imparts expertise in the core swift standard
library book description take your first foray into programming for apple devices
with swift swift is fundamentally different from objective c as it is a protocol
oriented language while you can still write normal object oriented code in swift it
requires a new way of thinking to take advantage of its powerful features and a
solid understanding of the basics to become productive what you will learn explore
the fundamental swift programming concepts language structure and the swift
programming syntax learn how swift compares to other computer languages and how to
transform your thinking to leverage new concepts such as optionals and protocols
master how to use key language elements such as strings and collections grasp how
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swift supports modern application development using advanced features such as built
in unicode support and higher order functions who this book is for if you are
seeking fundamental swift programming skills in preparation for learning to develop
native applications for ios or macos this book is the best for you you don t need to
have any prior swift knowledge however object oriented programming experience is
desired

Beginning iPhone Development with Swift 5 2019-05-31
learn how to integrate all the interface elements ios users have come to know and
love such as buttons switches pickers toolbars and sliders in this edition of the
best selling book you ll also learn about touch gestures table views and collection
views for displaying data on a user interface assuming little or no working
knowledge of the swift programming language and written in a friendly easy to follow
style this book offers a comprehensive course in iphone and ipad programming the
book starts with a gentle introduction to using xcode and then guides you though the
creation of your first simple application you ll start with designing basic user
interfaces and then explore more sophisticated ones that involve multiple screens
such as navigation controllers tab bars tool bars page views and split views that
are particularly useful on the larger screens of the ipad and certain iphone models
and there s much more beginning iphone development with swift 5 covers the basic
information you need to get up and running quickly to turn your great ideas into
working ios apps once you re ready move on to pro iphone development with swift 5 to
learn more of the really unique aspects of ios programming and the swift language
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what you will learn discover what data persistence is and why it s importantbuild
cool crisp user interfacesdisplay data in table viewswork with all the most commonly
used ios frameworks who this book is for aspiring ios app developers new to the
apple swift programming language and or the ios sdk

6ステップで完全理解　新言語「Swift」（日経BP Next ICT選書） 2015-08-28
米アップル社の新言語 swift が 従来の objective c に代わって iosとos xのアプリ開発標準言語になりつつあります javaやc
objective c javascript pythonといった言語の知識があれば難なくマスターできるでしょう swiftの特徴的な機能として挙げられるのが
optional です optionalは難しくはありませんが プログラミングの世界でまだそれほどメジャーな概念ではないと思われます そこで step 2で詳しく説明し
ました プログラミング自体を最近始めたばかり という方にこそ swiftはオススメです swiftのプログラミングツールである xcode 6 には
playground という面白いツールが付属するからです 双方向性が高く ビジュアル面も優れています コードを書けば即座に実行されて結果がわかります こ
のplaygroundによるプログラミングについてはstep 1で説明しています step 2やstep 4もplaygroundでコードを動かしながら読んでみてくださ
い 基本事項を押さえたら 早速iosアプリの開発に挑戦してみましょう step 3では簡単な画像表示アプリの作り方を step 5ではobjective cで記述され
たios用ライブラリ mbprogresshud をswiftで使う方法を解説しました step 6では少し趣を変えて swiftが利用するコンパイラ基盤 llvm を
解説しています 本書は日経ソフトウエア2015年1月号の特集記事を再構成したものです

Application Development with Swift 2019-04-30
develop highly efficient and appealing ios applications by using the swift language
about this book develop a series of applications with swift using the development
kits and new updated apis use the new features of ios 8 to add new flavor to your
applications a hands on guide with detailed code snippets to aid you in developing
powerful swift applications who this book is for if you are an ios developer with
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experience in objective c and wish to develop applications with swift then this book
is ideal for you familiarity with the fundamentals of swift is an added advantage
but not a necessity what you will learn use playgrounds in xcode to make the writing
of swift code productive and easy get acquainted with the advanced features of swift
and make complete use of them in your code add a new method for authentication to
your app using touch id develop health related apps using healthkit take your apps
to the next level of performance and capability using metal develop applications for
wearables using watchkit use notification center to easily access all your
notifications make your users devices more stylish by using apple s built in quick
type keyboard instead of the native one in detail after years of using objective c
for developing apps for ios mac os apple now offers a new creative easy and
innovative programming language for application development called swift swift makes
ios application development a breeze by offering speed security and power to your
application development process swift is easy to learn and has awesome features such
as being open source debugging interactive playgrounds error handling model and so
on swift has simplified its memory management with automatic reference counting arc
and it is compatible with objective c this book has been created to provide you with
the information and skills you need to use the new programming language swift the
book starts with an introduction to swift and code structure following this you will
use playgrounds to become familiar with the language in no time then the book takes
you through the advanced features offered by swift and how to use them with your old
objective c code or projects you will then learn to use swift in real projects by
covering apis such as healthkit metal watchkit and touch id in each chapter the book
s easy to follow structure ensures you get the best start to developing applications
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with swift style and approach the book achieves its end goal by dividing its content
into two parts part 1 will take the readers who are new to swift through its
architecture and basics part 2 of the book will cover content on application
development with swift

Mastering Swift 5 2015-02-20
harness the power of the latest edition with this in depth and comprehensive guide
to the swift language key featuresfifth edition of this bestselling book improved
and updated to cover the latest version of the swift 5 programming languageget to
grips with popular and modern design techniques to write easy to manage swift
codelearn how to use core swift features such as concurrency generics and copy on
write in your codebook description over the years the mastering swift book has
established itself amongst developers as a popular choice as an in depth and
practical guide to the swift programming language the latest edition is fully
updated and revised to cover the new version swift 5 inside this book you ll find
the key features of swift 5 easily explained with complete sets of examples from the
basics of the language to popular features such as concurrency generics and memory
management this definitive guide will help you develop your expertise and mastery of
the swift language mastering swift 5 fifth edition will give you an in depth
knowledge of some of the most sophisticated elements in swift development including
protocol extensions error handling and closures it will guide you on how to use and
apply them in your own projects later you ll see how to leverage the power of
protocol oriented programming to write flexible and easier to manage code you will
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also see how to add the copy on write feature to your custom value types and how to
avoid memory management issues caused by strong reference cycles what you will
learnunderstand core swift components including operators collections control flows
and functionslearn how and when to use classes structures and enumerationsunderstand
how to use protocol oriented design with extensions to write easier to manage
codeuse design patterns with swift to solve commonly occurring design
problemsimplement copy on write for you custom value types to improve performanceadd
concurrency to your applications using grand central dispatch and operation
queuesimplement generics to write flexible and reusable codewho this book is for
this book is for developers who want to delve into the newest version of swift if
you are a developer and learn best by looking at and working with code then this
book is for you a basic understanding of apple s tools would be beneficial but not
mandatory all examples should work on the linux platform as well

SwiftではじめるUI設計&プログラミング 「操作性」と「デザイン性」を兼ね備えたアプリの開発手法
2019-06-18
2014年秋にリリースされた ios 8 は 新たなプログラミング言語として swift を採用 開発環境が大きく変わることになりました 本書は このswiftによ
るui設計および実際のプログラミング手法の解説書です 内容は大きく3部構成となっており 第1部ではui設計の考え方を 第2部では実際のプログラミング手順を そして第3部
では uiをさらに楽しくする便利なtipsを多数解説しました すべて新言語であるswiftをベースに解説していますから swiftの入門書としても活用できます ui設計
の基本を知りたい swiftによるプログラミングを学びたい uiに凝ったアプリを作りたい そんなあらゆるニーズに対応したお得な1冊です 本電子書籍は同名出版物を底本とし
て作成しました 記載内容は印刷出版当時のものです 印刷出版再現のため電子書籍としては不要な情報を含んでいる場合があります 印刷出版とは異なる表記 表現の場合があります
予めご了承ください プレビューにてお手持ちの電子端末での表示状態をご確認の上 商品をお買い求めください 翔泳社
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Pro iPhone Development with Swift 5 2020-09-23
if you ve already learned the basics of swift and ios programming it s time to take
your skills to the next level in this follow up work to the best selling beginning
iphone development with swift you ll learn tips for organizing and debugging swift
code using multi threaded programming with grand central dispatch passing data
between view controllers and designing apps for multiple languages you ll also see
how to play audio and video files access the camera and save pictures to the photos
library use location services to pinpoint your position on a map display web pages
and create animation to spice up any user interface finally you ll learn how to use
apple s advanced frameworks for machine learning facial and text recognition and
creating augmented reality apps pro iphone development with swift 5 provides
insightful instruction on how to improve your existing apps or create powerful new
ios apps using the latest version of the swift programming language what you will
learn save and retrieve data when apps close or get pushed in the
backgroundrecognize speech with apple s advanced frameworks create augmented reality
appsunderstand spoken commands with siri who this book is for aspiring ios app
developers familiar with the apple swift programming language and or the ios sdk but
ready to move to the next level

iOS 14 Programming Fundamentals with Swift 2018-03-30
move into ios development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals including the
xcode 12 ide cocoa touch and the latest version of apple s acclaimed programming
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language swift 5 3 with this thoroughly updated guide you ll learn the swift
language understand apple s xcode development tools and discover the cocoa framework
become familiar with built in swift types dive deep into swift objects protocols and
generics tour the life cycle of an xcode project learn how nibs are loaded
understand cocoa s event driven design communicate with c and objective c in this
edition catch up on the latest ios programming features multiple trailing closures
code editor document tabs new simulator features resources in swift packages logging
and testing improvements and more once you master the fundamentals you ll be ready
to tackle the details of ios app development with author matt neuburg s companion
guide programming ios 14

Hands-On Full-Stack Development with Swift 2021
swift with server side coding has become the future of native app development not
only on ios but for watchos and tvos this book will show you how to create a native
shopping list app along with a full stack backend using vapor vapor will serve as an
api server for the mobile app and also as a web server to serve dynamic web pages to
the

Deep Learning with Swift for TensorFlow 2021-03-05
about this book discover more insight about deep learning algorithms with swift for
tensorflow the swift language was designed by apple for optimized performance and
development whereas tensorflow library was designed by google for advanced machine
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learning research swift for tensorflow is a combination of both with support for
modern hardware accelerators and more this book covers the deep learning concepts
from fundamentals to advanced research it also introduces the swift language for
beginners in programming this book is well suited for newcomers and experts in
programming and deep learning alike after reading this book you should be able to
program various state of the art deep learning algorithms yourself the book covers
foundational concepts of machine learning it also introduces the mathematics
required to understand deep learning swift language is introduced such that it
allows beginners and researchers to understand programming and easily transit to
swift for tensorflow respectively you will understand the nuts and bolts of building
and training neural networks and build advanced algorithms what you ll learn
understand deep learning concepts program various deep learning algorithms run the
algorithms in cloud who this book is for newcomers to programming and or deep
learning and experienced developers experienced deep learning practitioners and
researchers who desire to work in user space instead of library space with a same
programming language without compromising the speed

Kotlin & Swiftで始めるクロスプラットフォームアプリ開発入門 2015-12-07
本書はdartやjavascriptといった言語ではなく ios androidエンジニアに馴染みのkotlinやswiftを用いたクロスプラットフォームアプリの開発方
法を紹介します 具体的には kotlin nativeを利用したケースと swift for androidを利用したケースをピックアップしています 馴染みのある言語で
ios androidどちらでも動くクロスプラットフォームアプリを開発してみましょう 目次 第一部 kotlin nativeを利用したクロスプラットフォームアプリ開発
第1章 kotlin nativeの紹介 第2章 kotlin nativeの実行環境の構築 第3章 kotlin nativeプロジェクトの作り方 第4章
kotlin nativeプロジェクトにおけるテスト実行環境の構築方法 第5章 ライブラリを追加する方法 第6章 既存のプロジェクトに導入していくには 第二部
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swift for androidを利用したクロスプラットフォームアプリ開発 第7章 swift for androidとは 第8章 swift packageの共有
開発環境とプロジェクト構成 第9章 swift packageの共有 プロジェクトの作成方法 第10章 他のswift packageを参照する 第11章 swift
packageの共有 メリットとデメリット 第12章 scadeとは 第13章 scadeのhello world 第14章 scadeを使ったtodoアプリ開発

Learning Core Data for iOS with Swift 2015-01-02
get started fast with core data app development using ios 9 swift and xcode 7 core
data is a remarkably mature stable and fast platform for data access and swift is a
world class language for applying it now there s a complete guide to using core data
and swift together in production apps tim roadley shows you how to gain the benefits
of a relational database without writing sql queries so you can get more done faster
with less coding this book fully reflects apple s latest ios 9 platform innovations
and teaches core data entirely with swift examples it guides you step by step
through creating a modern data driven ios app that fully integrates icloud via
cloudkit for public data sharing roadley introduces up to date patterns and best
practices designed to overcome the frustrations of core data development each
chapter builds on the last introducing new topics in the order you ll implement them
and extending your skills simply and intuitively each chapter offers downloadable
project code along with exercises to help you explore even further either as a self
learner or a student in an ios development course roadley even shows how to build
helper classes that simplify reuse of his example code if you re an experienced ios
developer here are all the swift skills and resources you need to integrate data
into any app quickly easily and painlessly coverage includes understanding what core
data is and what it can and can t do configuring basic managed object models and
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choosing data types expanding data models without introducing errors using
relationships and entity inheritance to unlock more power delivering memory
efficient high performance table views enabling users to easily modify managed
object attributes generating persistent stores of preloaded default data using deep
copy to copy objects and relationships between persistent stores optimizing
performance by eliminating bottlenecks and offloading intensive tasks to the
background implementing efficient search integrating diverse icloud accounts and
preferences mastering advanced icloud integration including entity level seeding and
unique object de dupe leveraging public cloudkit databases to sync data across users
with different icloud accounts about the website all code samples are available for
download at timroadley com informit com learningseries timroadley com

Swift for Absolute Beginners 2021-09-28
the professional development team that brought you two editions of objective c for
the absolute beginners and have taught thousands of developers around the world to
write some of the most popular iphone apps in their categories on the app store have
now leveraged their instruction for swift swift for absolute beginners is perfect
for those with no programming background those with some programming experience but
no object oriented experience or those that have a great idea for an app but haven t
programmed since school gary bennett and brad lees are full time professional ios
developers and have developed a broad spectrum of apps for fortune 500 companies the
authors have taken their combined 12 years of writing apps teaching online ios
courses the experience from their first two ios books along with their free online
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instruction and free online forum to create an excellent training book topics
include how to be successful at learning swift using swift playgrounds to learn ios
development quickly what is object oriented programming what are swift classes
properties and functions proper user interface and user experience design swift data
types integers floats strings booleans how to use swift data collections arrays and
dictionaries boolean logic comparing data and flow control writing iphone apps from
scratch avoiding swift pitfalls many students have a difficult time believing they
can learn to write ios apps or just staying motivated through learning the process
this book along with the free live online training sessions helps students stay
motivated and overcome obstacles while they learn to be great ios developers

Combine 2020-10-15
dive into combine writing asynchronous code can be challenging with a variety of
possible interfaces to represent perform and consume asynchronous work delegates
notification center kvo closures etc juggling all of these different mechanisms can
be somewhat overwhelming does it have to be this hard not anymore in this book you
ll learn about combine apple s framework to work with asynchronous events in a
unified and reactive way that ensures your app is always up to date based on the
latest state of its data who this book is for this book is for intermediate ios
developers who already know the basics of ios and swift development but are
interested in learning declarative reactive programming and take their app and state
management to the next level you ll also find this book interesting if you re
interested in swiftui as many of the reactive capabilities keeping your swiftui
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views up to date are built on top of combine topics covered in combine asynchronous
programming with swift what why learn what is combine and reactive programming and
the problems they solve and how you can unify all of your asynchronous piece of work
operators learn how to compose transform filter and otherwise manipulate different
pieces of asynchronous work using operators in practice you ll gain knowledge on
various topics and techniques you ll leverage when writing your own real life apps
as well as practice these techniques with actual hands on apps and projects swiftui
you ll learn about how combine is deeply rooted within swiftui and provides it with
the ability to reactively update its views based on the state of your app advanced
combine once you ve got a handle on the basics you ll dive into advanced combine
topics such as error handling schedulers and custom publishers by the end of this
book you ll be a pro in building full fledged applications using combine s various
abilities

Combine
dive into combine writing asynchronous code can be challenging with a variety of
possible interfaces to represent perform and consume asynchronous work delegates
notification center kvo closures etc juggling all of these different mechanisms can
be somewhat overwhelming does it have to be this hard not anymore in this book you
ll learn about combine apple s framework to work with asynchronous events in a
unified and reactive way that ensures your app is always up to date based on the
latest state of its data who this book is for this book is for intermediate ios
developers who already know the basics of ios and swift development but are
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interested in learning declarative reactive programming and take their app and state
management to the next level you ll also find this book interesting if you re
interested in swiftui as many of the reactive capabilities keeping your swiftui
views up to date are built on top of combine topics covered in combine asynchronous
programming with swift what why learn what is combine and reactive programming and
the problems they solve and how you can unify all of your asynchronous piece of work
operators learn how to compose transform filter and otherwise manipulate different
pieces of asynchronous work using operators in practice you ll gain knowledge on
various topics and techniques you ll leverage when writing your own real life apps
as well as practice these techniques with actual hands on apps and projects swiftui
you ll learn about how combine is deeply rooted within swiftui and provides it with
the ability to reactively update its views based on the state of your app advanced
combine once you ve got a handle on the basics you ll dive into advanced combine
topics such as error handling schedulers and custom publishers by the end of this
book you ll be a pro in building full fledged applications using combine s various
abilities
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